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切削加工における材料特性が加工硬化層に及ぼす影響
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Effect of Material Characteristics on Work Hardened Surface Layer in Metal Cutting 
Rikio HIKIJI， Koji ABURADA， Masakazu HARADA， Takayuki UENO 
and Shinichi YOSHIMITSU 
In recent years， super precision process has been popular in the field of production process. Finish machining used to be carried out 
in grinding， but it is being replaced by cutting with very small undeformed chip thickness. In super precision process， the effect of the 
cutting conditions and material characteristics on the machined surface integrity is a serious problem. In this research， work hardened 
surface layer was dealt with as an evaluation of machined surface integrity and the effect of the material characteristics on work hardening 
was investigated experimentally in orthogonal cutting. 
As a result， itwas found that not only the cutting conditions but also the material characteristics， especially tensile strength and 
work hardening exponent， have e百'ecton the depth of the work hardened surface layer below the machined surface after orthogonal cutting. 
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Work material 6-4brass S25C SUS304 
Tool material K10 P20 K10 
Rake angle y deg. -30，-10，Q，10，30 -10，-5.0，5，10，15，20 -1 0，-5，Q，5， 10，15，20 
Clearance angleβdeg. 6 6 6 
Undeformed chip thickness 0.05，0.1，0.♀，0.4 0.05ム1，0.2 0.05，.Q.1，0.2 h mm 







ei 工 0.6.c 0 
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領域における応力 σ ひーずみ E曲線は式 (1)のように
表せる.
グ =cε n (1) 
nは加工硬化指数， Cはε=1のときの応力であり，実
験および式 (2) より求まる.
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